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Disclaimer

This presentation was prepared by, and is being  presented to you by the 
Terumo BCT Medical Affairs Department. The aim of this presentation 
is to provide accurate medical, scientific or clinical information as a fair 

balanced review of the titled subject matter. The presentation is not 
intended to be promotional, to provide medical advice or advise on the 

practice of medicine. 
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Presentation overview:

 Review of current therapies in management of SCD complications

 Update  on recent  ASFA  2016 guidelines for  RBCx and NICE 
Guidance.
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Many SCD complications (acute chest syndrome & stroke,) are due to the obstruction of small 
vessels by the abnormally shaped RBCs. There are also evidence of: 
1. Platelet & Endothelial Cell Activation
2. Increased Thrombin Generation
3. Increased levels of Tissue Factor
4. Increased plasma markers of coagulation
5. SS RBC adhesion to activated Endothelial Cells
6. Activation markers that correlate with RBC hemolysis
 Lack of tissue oxygenation (ischemia) can cause painful crises, damage to body organs and 

even death
 Elevated HbS levels correlate with increased blood viscosity,1 which can decrease blood flow 

and oxygen transport
 Other complications (anemia) have to do with the premature destruction of the abnormal 

RBCs in the spleen
 All the above mentioned complications among others, impose a  disease burden and 

challenges  that impact  the patients, their families, & the Health Care Providers.

Sickle Cell Disease: Complications

1. Hilliard L, et al., “Erythrocytapheresis Limits Iron Accumulation in Chronically Transfused SCD Patients.” Am J Hematol 1998; 59: 28-35.
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Social & Economic Burden of SCD

 During 2005, medical expenditures for children with SCD averaged $11,702 for 
children with Medicaid coverage and $14,772 for children with employer-sponsored 
insurance. About 40% of both groups had at least one hospital stay

 An average of 75,000 hospitalizations per year due to SCD occur in the United 
States, costing approximately $475 million.
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Sickle Cell Disease: Patient Treatment Options 

 Hydroxyurea
 Stimulates the production of hemoglobin F (HbF). By 5-15 %.
 HbF inhibits the sickling of RBCs containing HbS naturally in the fetus and infants

 Transfusion Therapy (iron chelation therapy may be required)
 Simple transfusion: infusion of normal RBCs (HbA), without removal of HbS
 Red Blood Cell Exchange (erythrocytapheresis): removes “defective” RBCs while 

infusing healthy RBCs
 Automated – “simultaneous” removal and infusion of RBCs
 Manual – “sequential” removal and infusion of RBCs

 Stem cell transplantation
 Only known potential cure for sickle cell disease1

1.  Krishnamurti L, et al., “Stable Long-Term Donor Engraftment following Reduced-Intensity Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation for Sickle Cell Disease.” 
Blood Marrow Transplant 2008; 14: 1270-1278.
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Therapy Goals for Transfusion Therapy

 Common goal of transfusion therapy and exchange transfusion is to decrease the level of 
hemoglobin S to less than 30% of the total hemoglobin1,2,3,4

 Other goals include:5,6

 Improve oxygen carrying capacity by increasing amount of hemoglobin A
 Decrease blood viscosity and increase oxygen saturation by decreasing percent HbS
 Suppress production of RBCs containing HbS by increasing tissue oxygenation

1. Cabibbo S, et al., “Chronic RBC Exchange to Prevent Clinical Complications in Sickle Cell Disease.” Transfus Apher Sci 2005; 32: 315-321.
2. Adams D, et al., “Erythrocytapheresis Can Reduce Iron Overload and Prevent the Need for Chelation Therapy in Chronically Transfused Pediatric Patients.” J 

Pediatr Hematol Oncol 1996; 18 (1): 46-50.
3. Kozanoglu I, et al., “Automated  Red Cell Exchange Procedures in Patients with SCD.” Transfus Apher Sci 2007; 36: 305-312.
4. Vichinshy EP, et al., “Causes and Outcomes of the Acute Chest Syndrome in Sickle Cell Disease.” N Engl J Med; 2000;342:1855-1865.
5. Swerdlow PS,  “Red Cell Exchange in Sickle Cell Disease.” American Society of Hematology, 2006 pp, 48 - 53.
6. Danielson C, et al., “The Role of Red Blood Cell Exchange Transfusion in the Treatment and Prevention of Complications of Sickle Cell Disease.” Ther Apher, 2002; 

6 (1): 24-31.
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Chronic Transfusion Therapy for SCD 
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Complications of Transfusion
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Iron overload

Allo / autoantibody formation

Delayed Hemolytic Transfusion Reactions

Transfusion reactions (allergic, febrile)

Transfusion-transmitted infections 

CVL thrombosis/infection

Immune dysregulation

Others yet to be identified
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Impact of Iron Overload
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Growth Failure

Pubertal Delay

Diabetes

Heart/Liver Failure

Hypothyroid
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Benefits of ARBCX versus Manual Exchange 
Transfusion and Simple Transfusion (“Top Up”)

Automated RBCX provides the following advantages over simple transfusion and manual 
exchange: 

• rapidly removes RBCs containing hemoglobin S and replaces them with normal (HbA) 
RBCs1,2,3,4,5

• manages iron overload and blood viscosity1,4,9

• allows for precise control of hemoglobin S and hematocrit3,4,6,7,8

• maintains isovolemia3,4,9

1. Adams D, et al., “Erythrocytapheresis can reduce iron overload and prevent the need for chelation therapy in chronically transfused pediatric patients.” J Pediatr Hematol
Oncol 1996; 18 (1): 46-50.

2. Danielson C, et al., “The role of Red Blood Cell Exchange transfusion in the treatment and prevention of complications of sickle cell disease.” Ther Apher, 2002; 6 (1) : 24-31.
3. Wahl S, et al., Lower alloimmunization rates in pediatric sickle cell patients on chronic erythrocytapheresis compared to chronic simple transfusions.” Transfusion 2012; 

52:2671-2676. 
4. Lawson, et al., “Red cell exchange in sickle cell disease.” Clin. Lab. Haem.1999; 21: 99–102. 
5. Wayne, S, et al., “Transfusion Management of Sickle Cell Disease” Blood 1993; 81: 1109 -1123. 
6. Cabibbo S, et al., “Chronic RBC exchange to prevent clinical complications in sickle cell disease.” Transfus Apher Sci 2005; 32: 315-321.
7. Hilliard L, et al., “Erythrocytapheresis limits iron accumulation in chronically transfused SCD patients.” Am J Hematol 1998; 59: 28-35.
8. Duclos C, et al., “Long-term red blood cell exchange in children with sickle cell disease: Manual or automatic?” Transfus Apher Sci 2013: 219–222 .
9. Singer S, et al., “Erythrocytapheresis for chronically transfused children with sickle cell disease: An effective method for maintaining a low HbS level and reducing iron 

overload.” J Clinical Apher 1999; 14:122-125.
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 RBCx also rapidly decreases the rate of haemolysis which can decrease liver 
processing of bilirubin, damage to renal tubular cells and the scavenging of 
nitric oxide by free hemoglobin released from sickle cells.  

 The beneficial effects on blood viscosity, elasticity, and relaxation time, and 
reduction of adhesion molecule level like sVCAM-1 has been documented after 
RBC exchange

 Reduces Circulating Endothelial Cells (CEC)

Control of patients Hct % & HbS

 Possible social benefits: patients ownership of the disease & improved 
quality of life.

Other possible  benefits of
Automated Red Blood Cell 
Exchange

Boga, et al. Transfusion & Apheresis Science 2010
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Transfusion
2012

Main points: RBCX vs ST
 Retrospective (n=45): 23 patients on ST and 22 on RBCX
 benefits: isovolemic, lower hyperviscosity, more effective in lowering HbS,  limits iron 

overload
 Stroke patients preferentially on RBCX to prevent future iron overload and to better 

control percent HbS 
With limited phenotype matching RBCX lower alloimmunization rates vs ST:
 The ARBCX group received significantly more blood & 3 patients developed 

antibodies, while 4 patients developed antibodies in the ST group.
 mechanism not known
 alloimmunization concerns may be unjustified

Limitations:
 reporting of patient reactions was voluntary (underreported)
 inconsistencies on number of RBCX versus ST procedures from patient to patient
 further prospective trials are needed
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Simple Transfusion vs. RBCx in Stroke 
prevention 

 A retrospective cohort study of 137 children with SCD and strokes compared RBCx and 
Simple Transfusion in their ability to prevent the occurrence of a second stroke

 Children receiving simple transfusion had a 5-fold greater relative risk of second stroke 
than those receiving RBCx

Presentation title, Month #, Year. Confidential18

RBCx

Simple Transfusion

ML Hulbert et al. EXCHANGE BLOOD TRANSFUSION COMPARED WITH SIMPLE TRANSFUSION FOR FIRST OVERT STROKE IS ASSOCIATED 
WITH A LOWER RISK OF SUBSEQUENT STROKE: A RETROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY OF 137 CHILDREN WITH SICKLE CELL ANEMIA. J 
Pediatr. 2006
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2005

 Retrospective (1999-2004): tracked  for an average of 6 years a 394 (manual & 
automated =206) procedures (CS3000, MCS+ & COBE) exchanges  performed 
on n=20 SCD ages 10 – 50 with high risk of recurrent complications (Pain crises, 
ACS, & Stroke).

 Vascular access mostly peripheral, few central or femoral placed  for other 
reasons not related to RBCX procedure.

Outcomes: 
 none of the patients developed complications related to the procedure or  to 

increased blood use.
 It was safe & effective in preventing SCD complications. 
 When done automatically, RBCX  decreased ferritin levels & reduced iron 

overload.
Limitations:
 Retrospective, using three platforms of devices & manual exchange 
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BJH 2010

MAIN POINTS: 
 N=13 adult patients (aged 22-63) enrolled in regular erythrocytapheresis for a median duration of 

70 months.
 In patients on exchanges every 6 weeks, HbS% was <42% in two and between 47% and 53% in 

four patients
 No patient experienced stroke or multi-organ crises, evidence of end-organ dysfunction while on 

RBCX. No patient stopped RBCX during treatment.
 Estimated hospital savings (Aus $) $6682 per patient per year (see next slide)

Conclusions:
 RBCX for patients with SCD was an effective, well-tolerated therapy for both acute and chronic 

complications of SCD, reducing hospital admissions for sickle related acute events.
 Long term RBCX  shown benefit in primary and secondary stroke prevention in children with SCD
 Alloimmunization rates were comparable to the literature.
 RBCX was confirmed to be effective at iron control. 

Limitations:
 This data is a single centre retrospective study on a small number of patients with no control,
 Vascular access was an issue in a  few patients requiring placement of catheters.
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2012 Transfusion
and Aphersis

MAIN POINTS:
 10 children (5 treated with manual exchange for 124 procedures; 5 children with automated exchange for 60 

procedures 
 Some difficulty with venous access (14 occurrences from 60 procedures)  related to impaired blood flow but  not 

requiring cessation or  placement of central venous access.
 Statistically significant (p<0.0001) increase in number of days needed between exchanges.  63 days 

ARBCX compared to 28 for manual exchange.
 Chronic erythrocytapheresis was well tolerated overall. No significant increase in iron overload.

Conclusion:
 The ARBCX procedure is shorter and a nurse can handle two or three patients at the same time. 
 Difficulties of venous access are relatively infrequent.
 The cost per session was high, but the lower number of sessions, & hence requiring less patients visits and 

possibly the long-term impact on the disease of annual hospitalisations must be taken into account.
 Data support the use of RBCX rather than manual exchanges for children with long-term programs of red 

cell exchange. 

Limitations: Small study, 10 children (5 treated with manual exchange for 124 procedures; 5 children with 
automated exchange for 60 procedures).  The fact it is a paediatric study may negate the small numbers.
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2007 Trasfusion
and Apheresis

Main points:
 N=83 patients with SCD in Turkey (age 17 – 49). Underwent 196 automated 

RBCX between 2003-2006.
 Indications for RBCX were cerebrovascular, priapism, pregnancy, surgery, 

bone necrosis, & unhealed leg ulcers.
 HbS target  <30 % was achieved in most  of the procedures.
 Used 20 gauge needle for peripheral access (flow rate 15-60 ml/min). Only 10 

procedures required central line catheterization.
 Measured mean transcutaneous oxygen saturation pre & post RBCX: 93% & 

97% respectively.
 Measured mean Nitric Oxide (in correlation with plasma nitrite concentration) 

pre & post: 21 & 19.7 micro mol respectively (improved post RBCX)
 Measured free Hb in plasma (hemolysis) pre & post RBCX: 28.3 & 19.8 mg dl 

respectively. 
 Followed up the patients post RBCX up to 10 months & assessed quality of life 

related variables besides the clinical outcome.
Conclusion: RBCx prevented VOC & improve QoL.
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J. Pediatrics
2006

Main points:
 Retrospective, Multiple centers (14) and N= 137
 Patients followed at least 5 years for chronic transfusions after stroke.
 Exchange Transfusion (manual & automated) is more effective initial treatment 

for stroke than ST.
 possible benefit of RBCX as the preferred transfusion method 
 may prevent recurrent stroke

Limitations :
 Retrospective – possible differences between the groups (e.g. severity of first 

stroke)
 A cause and effect relationship between the type of treatment and subsequent 

stroke could not be determined

Presentation title, Month #, Year. Confidential23
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May 2014
Transfusion 

 Retrospectively evaluated the complications of SCD in 37 pregnant patients 
who underwent 43  automated RBCX procedures.

 Patients who had undergone prophylactic RBCX  (n=24) were compared to 
a control group (13 patients) who had not undergone RBCX during 
pregnancy.

Results: 
 Four patients in the control group developed Vaso-occlusive events & died.  
 Maternal complication were recorded in 21 patients of the study group 

compared to 7 in the control group.
 Fetal  complications were recorded:  1 in control & 1 in study group.
Conclusion: This study demonstrated that prophylactic RBCX during 

pregnancy is a feasible & safe procedure for prevention of complications & 
therefore warrants further studies.
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 They conducted a retrospective chart review of 36 patients with SCD who 
received long term erythrocytapheresis for on average 5 years. They 
measured anthropometric data such as weight, height and BMI from the 
subjects charts to determine if this treatment impacted these 
measurements. 

 Results were compared to measurements prior to erythrocytapheresis.
 Slopes of the curves from height, weight, and BMI all improved with red 

cell exchange therapy. 
 Of the 36 patients in the study, 8 received hydroxyurea prior to being 

started on erythrocytapheresis. There was no significant improvement on 
these measures in patients on HU therapy. 

 This result is similar to a French paper showing similar information

30
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Kuo, Howard, & Telfer. BJH 2015
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2014

MAIN POINTS:
 188 SCD followed over the period 2006 – 2011, The RBCX and conventional transfusion groups comprised 49 and 

139 patients, respectively.
 RBCX enrollment was based on : Severity of  SCD, any history of stroke, the degree of iron overload and ability to 

establish intravenous access. RBCX was used primarily in long-term exchange programs and occasionally before 
surgery or during pregancy. RBCX was also used in emergency situations : Acute chest syndrom, sever vasocclusive
crisis, stroke and priapism. RBCX each 5 to 6 weeks, received 15 to 25 ml of RBCs/kg

 All the SCD patients underwent the same pretransfusion procedures, including rhesus and Kell RBC 
phenotyping and a systematic cross-matching test for detecting any Abs. Cross matching test was performed 
no more than 72 hours before transfusion

 The alloimmunization/RBC unit (RBCU) ratio was lower in the RBCX group than in the conventional 
transfusion group (1.6 and 11.6 par 1000, respectively)

 Patients in the RBCX group received 10 times more RBCUs than patients in the conventional transfusion group (206 
vs. 19 RBCUs per patient, respectively)

 RBCX exhibits a good immunohematologic safety profile relative to conventional transfusion in a large SCD mainly 
adult cohort.

 Hemolytic transfusion reactions occurred after conventional transfusion in three cases and after an ECP 
session in one case, all four patients belonged to the “conventional transfusion” group

LIMITATIONS :
 Difference between the two groups and the retrospective nature of the study.
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A 5-year cost analysis of automated red cell exchange 
transfusion for the management of recurrent painful crises 
in adult patients with sickle cell disease

 retrospectively analyzed data on 23 patients intolerant or who fail 
hydroxycarbamide, chronic transfusions are an alternative. Automated 
red cell exchange transfusion (ARCET) are more effective in lowering 
rapidly the HbS level while avoiding iron overload 

 Patients have been on a regular programmer 1–5 years and found that 
their utilization of hospital services reduced by 20%, 48%, 58%, 71%, 
and 79%after 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 years respectively 

 The overall mean annual cost of care per patient was £9702 and£2378 
higher than baseline after the 1st and 2nd years of ARCET 
respectively and then reduced by £5486,£8317, and £14,664 after the 
3rd, 4th and 5th year of ARCET respectively indicating that ARCET 
leads to cost savings to health services in the medium to long term 
due to reduction in hospital attendance of these patients

PreTransfuse Apheresis Sci (2017), Dimitris A. Tsitsikas ∗Anietie EkongLauren erg 
Haemoglobinopathy Service, Department hematology, Homerton University Hospital NH Foundation 
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 Chronic RBCX in combination of iron chelation therapy is effective at 
reducing iron overload in children with SCD.

 Twenty-eight patients were included
 RBCX does not adversely affect RBC alloimmunization or the ability

to maintain the HbS within prescribed pretransfusion HbS target of
30% despite increased reticulocitosis.

 “We recommend RBCX plus chelation as an effective method for
reducing iron overload, while maintaining HbS at 30% to 35%”

Pre sentation title, Month #, Year. ConfidentialVolume 00, Month 2016 TRANSFUSION55
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recommendations
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ASFA 2016 Categories

 Category I  
Apheresis is considered primary or standard therapy.

 Category II 
There is sufficient evidence to suggest efficacy, usually in an adjunctive role.

 Category III 
Insufficient data to determine effectiveness. 
Isolated published studies have indicated that it 
may be of benefit as a  “last-ditch” effort.

 Category IV
Controlled trials have not shown benefit. 
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ASFA 2016 guidelines for RBCx in acute SCD

69 1. Schwartz J, Guidelines on the Use of Therapeutic Apheresis in Clinical Practice—Evidence-Based Approach from the Writing Committee of the 
American Society for Apheresis:  J Clin Apher 2016.
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ASFA 2016 guidelines for RBCx in chronic SCD
http://apheresisguidelines.com/ 

1. Schwartz J, Guidelines on the Use of Therapeutic Apheresis in Clinical Practice—Evidence-Based Approach from the Writing Committee of the 
American Society for Apheresis:  J Clin Apher 2016.

http://apheresisguidelines.com/
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“Do Not Do Recommendations” by NICE

Top-up transfusion is not generally suitable as a long-term regime 
for sickle cell disease because it is iron positive.

Do Not Do Recommendation Details
Recommendation:
Top-up transfusion is not generally suitable as a long-term regime 

for sickle cell disease because it is iron positive.
Interventions:
Top-up transfusion

www.nice.org.uk/donotdo/top-up-transfusion-is-not-generally-suitable-as-
a-long-term-regime-for-sickle-cell-disease-because-it-is-iron-positive
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The Newcastle and York External Assessment Centre (EAC) has summarized the patient pathway for people with SCD based on the UK 
national clinical guidelines 1,2 and feedback from clinical experts.
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Thank you for your attention 
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Round table discussion:

What are the common challenges in  managing SCD patients?
How blood is sourced, screened, and phenotyped?
What about patients access to therapy,  logistics,  and  education 
about SCD.
Collaboration between service providers & clinical hematology 
network
What about national guidelines or  patients treatment pathway.
How  automated RBCx perceived by patients & their family 
perspective but also by referring physicians.
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WORKSHOP #1: KEY CHALLENGES

• Vascular Access (***)
• SN access?
• Poor venous access
• Adults / Peds
• Custom Prime

• Physician / Nurse Awareness and Education about SCD treatment options 
(***)

• Availability of (matched) blood (***)
• Extended phenotyping (to prevent allo-immunization)
• Finding Resources  /  Skilled – Trained Staff (**)
• Patient Support and Education
• Blood Safety
• Switching from Manual to Automatic

Presentation title, Month #, Year. Confidential80
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